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For a numlier of years sport was considered hallowed ground, a place

where we " ded the youth" and "built character". However, a few years back

professionals began to open their eyes to see what was really going on. And

we found there was violence, deceit and a good deal of abuse being given to

our sport officials. With reference to the last phenomenon, Dill Surface

has described referees andumpires as being under "almost unbelievable psycho-

logical and verbal punishment."'

There have been two explanations for the presence of disrespectful and

violent behavior in sport. One approach suggests that sport encourages or k

fosters certain questionable behaviors through its subculture norms, ln this

model, each sport has allowed certain actions, such as yelling at the umpire
e

or arguing with the referee, to become,traditional conduct which is tolerated,

and even expected. These behaviors are seen as part of the game, or to use

a term coined by Loy, McPherson, and Kenyon, the behaviors becowe "traditions

of deviance".2

A second explanation suggests that sport merely reflects values already

preseet in the larger society. In this view, the current rebellion against our

society's authorities and their ictions is said to have filtered into the spert

world. The mistrust and lack of confidence in political authorities has sup-

posedly resulted in a lack of respect for authority in general. Applying this

4
notion to the sport world, the actions of yelling or arguing with the sport

4
official sould result from a more pervasive disregard for all authority...
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*If the first explanation is valid, then sport perpetuates disrespectful

behavior through its traditions, and one would expect that each sport would

have its own traditions, or patterns, for acceptable behavicr. However, if

the latter explanation is nl(a qpropriate, then disrespectfel behavior should

pervade all sports to some degree in relation to the feelings of the sport

parthdpants toward authority figures.

The purpose of this study was to examine these contrasting explanations

concerning disrespect to sport officials. In particular, this research set

out to do three thiligs. First, to determine if there is a similarity in how

both,gthletes anl,...nOnathletes feel about polical authority and sport officials.

Second, to then examine the relationship between feelings of trust and confi-

dence in the sport official and the disrespect attually shown to the sport

official. And finally', to look at differences between grcraps nf athletes and

nonathletes in disrespectful behavior, in an effort to discover if there

actually are subgroup patterns for what is acceptable.

In order to exaiiiine these issues, a questionnaire was given to 142 men

and women athletes, and 117 men and women nonathletes. Athletes were college

participants in basketball, gymnastics, swimming, and baseball or softball.

Nonathletes were college s.tmdents who had not participated in either college or

high school athletics.

The questionnaire comiisted of three parts. The first part gathered

demographic.information u3ed for classification. Part two consisted of a 5

scale semantic differential as shown on the overheud, which measured the

concept of support for three authority figures, "president", and "police officer"

to represent political authority at oppfnite ends of political continuum, and

"referee-umpire" to denote a sport authority. "Support" is a term taken from

the political research of David Laston and was defined as "generalized trust
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and confidence" li an authority figure.
3

Tne subjects expressed their

feelings of support by marking each scale. Values were then assigned so

that a higher score igkiAcated more support. An official who is good,

honest, fair, kind, and nice would be trusted and receive high levels of

support.

The third part of the questionaire contained 12 disrespectful and 2

respectful behavior items with a 7 point Likert,scale. Sample items are

shown. Parallel items were written in the terminology for each sport so that

individual sport norms would be indicated. The items you see were given to

basketball players. Subjects expressed their approval or disapproval of

each.behavior. The total of all items,determined the respectful behavior

score with a higher score demonstrating more respectful behavior.

In order to determine if support for political authOriti, was similar

to support for the referee-umpire, van support scores for each group were

compluted as shown. It is apparent that all scores are only slightly posi-

tive, since a 4 is neutral, with 7 being very positive. This result is

consistent with previous political research which shows only minimal confi-

dence in authorities. An F test for two-way analysis of variance was computed

to discover if apparent differences were significant. For furtheelocation

of specific differences between groups and concepts, a one-way analysis of

variance and a Scheffe test, were performed. This analysis showed that the

only significant difference was found between how women nonathletes view the

president and the police officer. No significant differences were found in

any group between support for the sport official and support for either of

the political authorities. Therefore, it was concluded that the level of

,support given the sport official is similar to that given political authority.

This would appear to.support the idea that respecc for the sport official is

related o respect for authority in the larger society.
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In the next phase of analysis, a rank order correlation was computea

between "support for the sport official", the scores you just saw, and re-

spectful behavior ofr each of the major groups. The results, shown on the

overhead, indicatel that there is a cor...clation between feelings of support

and respectful behavior only for women nonathletes. It will become clearer

why this result may have occured when individual items are examined and I

would like to discuss it at that time. For now, the data indicated that for

most groups, disrespectful behavior is not a result of or related to feelings

of mistrust of the sport official. This finding contradicts the theory that

disrespect in sport is due to general disregard for authority. The sport .

official is seen as an authority figure, but this is not related to what

degree of disrespect is shown.

The analysis of subgroup responses to the respectful behavior items

helps further clarify this finding. The redian scores for several subgroups

were computed and are shown on the overhead. Remember a higher score is more

respectful, with a maximum of 98 possible. Chi squares were computed to com-

pare these median3 for significaht differences. It was found that women

athletes scored significantly higher than men athletes (chi2 = 9.903, p < .01)

and women monathEetes scored higher than men nonathletes (chi
2 = 6.918, p. < .o1).

Median respectful behavior scores according to sport groups were also computed.

Again a chi2 was performed. Although gymnasts tended to score higher, the chi

square comparing sport groups was nonsignificant, meaning that apparent differ-

ences could be due to chancc and do not indicate differences (ch
2

= 6.747,

p. m .08). .However, further item analysis showed significant differences on

dix individual items. (The items marked resulted in,significant chi squares.

Numbers 3, 4, 6, and 11, 12, 13) The differences were specific to groups and

to situations. Basketball payers were accepting of trying to influence an

official by yelling. Swimmers approved of arguing, standing and glaring, and

jumping up and down in reaction to a judgment. Yelling, standing and glaring

r-
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and trying to influence an official were most accepted by the baseball-

softball pAayers. Yet, these same players were less willing to "blame!' the

official for the loss of a contest than gymnasts or swimmers.

When all the findings are taken into account, it seems that disrespectful

behavior displayed in sport results from specific sport traditions for accept-

ance of behavior rather than a reflection of a mistrust of authority. It

appears that one sport is not necessarily "better" than another in respectfll

behavior since median scores were not significantly different, but that patterns

for conduct arc different for different groups. Baseball players will yell,

which is tradition. Gymnasts must maintain more decorum. Basketball players

will try to influence a call in their favor. This has been tolerated and over-

looked by referees. Gymnasts and swimmers, however, are more likely to blame

the officials for a loss. Each sport has its own accepted norms.

Thit item analysis further helps explain why women nonathletes previously

showed a positive correlation between feelings of support and respeetful

behavior. This one group is probably the least familiar with the rules, norms,

and subtle traditions of sport. Although today women are mol, involved in

sport, most do not yet have the extensive experience of men. Even for men

nonathletes, sport is an,important part of their socialization, if only as a

spectator. Therefore, the women nonathletes do not know what is considered

"OK in sport" and see these questionable behaviors as being disrespectful,

whereas, the other groups think of it as simply "keeping the game honest",

or "making the breaks". In other words, the disrespect in sport seems to be

illustrating the traditions and norms of that sport which have been accepted

as part of the contest and allowed to persist. It is my belief that if we

wish to remove these disrespectful actions from sport, we simply have to apply

negittive sanctions and not tolerate such behavior. In so doing, new traditions,

or standards for conduct would be established.
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I . A pidycr. IntoMlorz.11,9 into 123466
the referee during the play follow-
ing untattercblo ccli, e

. A player \ grabs the referco by the 1234567
shirt 'as they ar9 leaving thci court
after a cloco game.

3. Aftor a *player is coiled for a foul 123 el150
he/sho argues with the referee.

4. A player yells "charging" to Influence. 123i4567;
-the referee to call a foul on the
opponent.

. Following a close game, a Mayor on 1234%567.
the losing team thanks the officials.

6. A player yells to the referee "get 123 4567
some glasses" after a close play

under the baskot.

7. A playor c4s3os under his/her breath, 1234567
after a questionable call.

8. A play.er makes an insuiti.ng comment 12345 67
about the referee to her!his team-

. mates.-



. A pkiy& wulks up to raciaao

eta a game and says, ."you did

a :oval? job.11

Afref-beina calledfor a foul, 07
playor admits tisc his/her toammatas
"that was a good call." 4.

11. A player criticizes oi blames the
officials for the loss of the game.

12. Affor ,having a foul called qn him/
hcr, a player ciands and glares at
the referee.

'13.. A player jumps up and down' in-vre-
, action to a questionable call.

14, After losing a game, a player throws
rocks 'at the referee's car.
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ULM ANIALYSIS OF STATEMENTS FOR

RESPECTFULBEHAVIOR

item Chi squure

I. A player intentionally bumps or
splothes an official during the
contest.

2.A player grabs the official by
the shirt after tho contest.

tg 3.A player argues with the
official- about a call.

26.858 .085

23.315 182

43.832 .001

4. A player yells something to
influence the official to
penalize the opponent. 39 .335 .003

5.A player thanks the official
after a contest. 27.430 .078

ir 6.A player yells "get some
glassefi." 39 .1 66 . 003

7. A player cusses under his/her
breath. 21.766 .245



8.4' I :itteqr ofokos on in9Illiing
I it

comhuant oboui the aricial to
icurarciaio.
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9.A player tells the official
H se
you um u lousy jobfi.ociur

the contest. 23 . I 36 . 1 68

10.4 plarr admits that the
official made a good coil. 23.404 . I 78

4rl I .A player criticizes or blames
tho official for tho loss of a
contest. 35.302

,412.A player stands and glares at
the official after a judgement
call. 36.990 .006

0.13.A player jumps up and down in
reaction to a quostionable call. 33.177 .017

14.After losing a contest, a player.
..throws rocks at tho official s car. 15.854 .602


